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for the discrete case is also given in [8]. Unfortunately, it is
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a loose

bound that is of significance only when P;1(e) is very small. If there
is no overlap between Ci ar,rd C1 at unlike subclasses, then the
component densities satisfy the orthogonality condition

f1(xltl'fi(xlul: A,

for t

f u.

(8)

Substitution of (8) into (6) yields
P,*(e)

qy24lt2 . Efp'*(t,

(9)

It is conjectured

that a generatzation of upper bound (9) to the
case of nonorthogonal densities, i.e.,

u)),

P,r(e) < qlt2qlt2Eb*Q,

Both the upper and lower bounds are for the two-class problem.
However they are useful in an m-class problem where binary hierarchical classification is used. The relative merits of the bounds
are that the lower bound tends to be tighter and that the upper
bound is useful in parallel m-class discrimination due to
P(e)

<|
i<[

Pp(e)

(1

in

discrete form; thus vector notation is useful. Let F;(r):
[f,Glll,"', rtkls)] represent the row vector of subclassconditional densities of Ci, where s discrete values of the
transformation are considered. Let *i1 : lPs(ell\ -.., Ps(els)|,
where P'*(elj) is the error probabitty between thejth subclasses of
.. ., s), denote the symC ; and, C1. Let R;1 : lp *(m,
@, n : 1,
"il,
metric matrix of Bhattacharyya coefficients between subclass m of
C; and subclass n of C1. Finally, let Q{a) : lqi, . ' ., q!], where q; is
the prior probability of the jth subclass and a is a real exponent.
Using this notation each of the criteria can be expressed in
discrete form as follows. The lower bound on the composite Bayes
error rate is

.

[o(a)].

(13)

sian [9]. Thus
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: 1 I (2o)A1yQ, j) ar,d ),;1(m, n) : ll r,, - ro, ll. Substitution of
(16) into (12) yields the lower bound. Elements of R;1 have thc
closed-form expression
where d;

pir,(m,

n):

exp

l-

Li,(m, n)18o2)

(17)

substitution of which into (13) yields the upper bound. A further
simplification of (13) and (17) is

P,lr) < qlt'rlt'exp (-,12.pr8o,1. Q@).

e@\,

(18)

where

L-:1in

7;1(m,n)

is the minimum distance between measurement vectors (samples)
of C; and C1. Inequality (18) is clearly a weaker upper bound than
(13) and (17); however, it is a useful first approximation when
P;1(e) is small.
Statistical independence of measurements allows the computation of upper bound (13) in a recursive manner. pn(m,n) corresponding to an uncorrelated feature set (u, u) can be written as a
product of pi1(m, n\ lor u and u individually, i.e.,
1g

(14)

where d is the measurement vector dimensionality,D is a d x d
covariance matrix, and 4; is the true measurement vector of C;

corresponding to the 7th orientation. Assuming measurement
independence and a common variance o2 for each measurement
yields L : o2 I. The resulting density is equivalent to the assump
tion of r;; - N(0, o'zf) m 1t;.

r*(m, nlf1",'t

:

lg ir(m, nlls,,'

[1t

;1(m, n\)61.

(te)

Thus in bottom-up feature subset evaluation, i.e., when subsets of
increasing size are considered, the only primitives to be determined are the elements of R;1(a) for each measurement u. The
elements of matrix R1(a, u) for feature set (u, u) can be computed
using
RP(u,

where

where a: t for derived bound (6) and a = 1 for conjectured
bound (10).
Gaussian Case.' Among different possible functional forms of
f{xlj), the Gaussian form is commonly encountered. The Gaussian form is an appropriate model for aircraft identification since
noise degradation of radar return signals is narrow-band Gaus-

:

' Q[l' [r(r)]'

:

(12)

where T indicates vector transpose. The upper bound is

P,l"l < qlt'|'l' e@) .Rn

4,

1)

where P;1(e) is replaced by its upper bound.
In digital feature ordering it is necessary to express the criteria

P,r(el>Q(r).1",r1,

rur,y

where the components of ^F;(r) are defined by (1a), with E o2I,
is the ,wo-srep nonparametric discriminator based'on the Gaus
sian kernel [10]. In particular, a finite storage implementation
(15) is available [11]. Measurement ordering criteria for the decision rule can be simplified as follows. Elements of r,i1 are

(10)

is a valid bound and is tighter than (6).

f,@bl

st(xl:

P,{efi): (2o)-'' .

t)1.

7.

The composite Bayes decision rule, with discriminant

< 4,tt'rtlt' . o,r(r, t). q(t). dt
I

:

vor. suc-9, No.

o

u):

R'*(u)

'

R,.(u)

(20)

denotes pointwise multiplication.

IV. Arncurr IprNnncenox
Composite-class measurement-ordering criteria are useful in
feature subset selection for radar aircraft identification as a consequence of the problem data structure. Aircraft orientation with
respect to the radar is uniquely specified by a plane-oriented
spherical coordinate system in which the origin is at the center of
the aircraft, the nose aligned along the z axis, and the right wing
along the x axis [Fig. 1]. Orientation is specified by the vector
t: (6,0),where ldl <!rrr,0 < 0 < z specify all possibleorientations. The behavior of the noise-free radar return amplitude with
$ lor a single frequency and four different aircraft types are shown
in Fig. 2. The graphs are of simulated data that were obtained
from wire-grid models of different aircraft types [12]. The functional forms are transcendentals requiring high-degree polynomials for reasonable approximation.
Numerical values of the simulated data at nine different orientations and four frequencies are given in Table I. The different
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Rloln Derl

Feature

Lower Bound

Subset

E[P(e/I]l
Valu

H

)

A
F
J

;

=

z&

4

r&F

7,3
1,4

.399

2,4

3,4

D

1

E

15

.366 14
.209 t2
,1&8 ?
.327 13
,r95 11*
,137 6*
,114 4
,180 10*
131 5*
089 )
769 9
o8l 2
080 1

3

&
A
&
o
E
F
J

Rank

,2,4

t,3,4
2,),4
L,2,3,4

AND o

= j,1"". :0.503

Estimated Bayes
eror rate i(e )
Valu

Ranl

.lloq

r

.r79

<

8

.i86

rL

,46
,165
,34?
,21-7
,762
t)9
226
7$6
t29
t92
729
118

tz
?

13
10
5

4
11
3
9
2
1

Conjectured upper
bound *E[o(!,u)]
Value

.483
.284
,462
,294
,276
.415
,294
2?a
t95
278
259
185
275
180
\$1

Rank
r

s

11r
14
12

8{
r

1

9*
6x
t+

10+

5*
3

?*
z

surements listed in Table I according to the estimated Bayes error
rate P(e) ts
radar return amplitude

at given frequency as function

orientation.

(1,2,3, 4l > (2,3, 4) > (1, 2, 4) >

> (t,2,3)> (2,3) >
orientations correspond to a given grid point and its eight neigh_
bors on a rectangular grid dravm on the d0 plane with iesolution
15" in { and 10" in 0. The data presented are fairly separable
between classes, although it is not true of all grid poinis on ttre
4A
plane. It is clear from the data that none of the four measurements
are invariant with respect to orientation. In the case of planar
images of aircraft types it has been shown that orientation invari_
ance may be achieved by transforming boundary measurements
into moment invariants [13]. It is possible to generalize the
method to nonplanar data; however, the transformation will not
be one-to-one and can be expected to result in a deteriorated
recognition rate. Thus the classes are best represented as composi_
tions of subclasses corresponding to different orientations.
The objective here is to evaluate the 2, _ I subsets of n measure_
ments according to the different criteria and compare the result_
ing orderings with the optimal ordering, i.e., Bayes error rate
ordering. In order to provide this reference, the Bayes error rate
for each measurement subset was estimated by generating test
samples according to the l(x) and then classifying each sample
using discriminant (15). The ordering of the 15 subsets of 4 mia-

(1,

(2, 4)

2)> Q)> (1,3,4)

>
where the^ ordering corresponds to increasing p(e). Numerical
values of P(e) and the rank assosiated with eacf, feature subset lor
the case where o is one half the average interclass separation of
patterns, i.e., o l)"u"., are given in Table II.

:

Values of lower bound E[p(e/r)] and conjectured upper bound
,Elp(t, z)], together with the ranksihat they associate with feature
subsets, are also given in Table II. Asterisks (*) indicate ranks
that
do not agree with the estimated optimal ordering based on p(e).
The ordering due to the lower bound is closer io the estimated
optimum than that due to the conjectured upper bound. A meas_
ure of goodness of a criterion is provided by the average mean_
square error in approximating P(e), which is 0.000g5 for the lower
bound and 0.00492 for the conjectured upper bound. Though
criterion tn[p\, z)] has a lower fidelity, its iicursive formulation
makes it simpler to compute than Elp(elt)1, which needs either
table lookup or numerical integration for each feature subset.
Heuristics in Choice of o: When the Gaussian kernel is an
appropriate model, the value of parameter o needs to be specified
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in criterion evaluation and classification. It can be shown that

r.to. 7,

rurv

/-

TABLE

as

III

Esrrulrno Ennon Pnomn*tw P"(o) ls I Fur.lcrroN
Assururp VlruB o lNp Tnuu Vlrur ao

+

0 the decision rule with discriminant (15) becomes the nearest
neighbor rule, and as o +
it becomes the minimum distance
classifier based on the sample means [11]. In these limiting cases
the lower and upper bounds on P;1(e) are constants independent
of the samples, thus becoming ineffectual feature-ordering criteria.
Guidelines for the choice of o are therefore necessary in finite
sample measurement ordering.
o

vor. suc-g,

o

Scale Factor
k, where

Case
c

oo=ktrar"

flt,

i"

The optimal value of o, denoted os, is that value which best
approximates the class-conditional densities given the samples.
The extent of flexibility in the choice ofo is related to both oe and
the sample clustering. Simple quantitative measures of sample
clustering are the minimum and maximum interclass separation
of samples ,l,-i" and ,1-u., respectively.
A simple relationship exists between the behavior of upper
bound (13) with o and cluster measures f.in and tr-u*. The first
and second derivatives of pi1(m, n), as defined by (17), with respect

2,

3,4),

c

tr.r"=6

( . zoo )=F"

(

oo )=F. ( zoo )

0,2
0.4
0,6
0.8

t2
I9

1.0

29

1.2
1.4
1.6
1,8

)2

2.O

1

z=L?,8, 9,70

Case

,=lt,

z, 5,

6),

c

tr.r.=

on

2

z=13,+, 8,9

l'5

F.{.zoo\ F"{oo) i"{zoo)

a3

25

35

)7
41
42

2l
35
38
40
40
41
$
L!6
t+6
46

,21
.31+
,37
,40
.40
.40
.$
,45
,+5
,46

,30
,38
,39
.40

,!0
,l+o

.43
,1+6

,46
.46

to o are

(-

p',x(m,

nl = (),214o3). exp

pio(m,

nl = Q,l2o2)2 . l()"12o)2

(2r)

),218o2'1

-

3l . exp

(-

),218o'z1 (22)

: Lir,(m, n): llrr^ - ,*, ll. Since pi1(m, ,r) > 0, pil(m, n'1 is
monotonically increasing with o, and so also is upper bound (13),
positive weighted sum over all p;y(m, n). lf
which is
-a then (22) is positive
o < (Ll2J3))"-in,
for all sample pairs, and
hence, the second derivative of the upper bound is positive. Similarly, if o > (Ll2r,6),1.",, then the second derivative of the
upper bound is negative. This means that the criterion increases
sharply with o until (1/2v43')l-1a &nd levels off to 0.5 after
(U2J3)1^,*. Thus a choice of o that is large with respect to X."*
can be expected to offer little discrimination between measurement subsets, On the other hand, if o is considerably less than
,l,,in, evaluation of the bound is sensitive to round-off. A compromise value of o for both measurement ordering and classification
is half the average interclass separation of patterns, ot +1",,.
If the choice of o differs from ae in the decision rule, how will
the recognition rate be affected? In order to provide an insight,
Table III gives numerical values of the estimated error probability
P,(o) for two univariate examples, one where classes are well
where ,t

all transformations. Discrete forms of the criteria can be evaluated
by simple matrix operations. The elements of the matrices are
determined from the functional forms of the component densities,
which is particularly simple for Gaussian densities.
The measurement ordering criteria find an application in select-

ing frequencies for aircraft identification based on radar return
data. Experiments with simulated radar return data indicate that
the lower bound is tighter than derived and conjectured upper
bounds. The upper bounds have the advantage ofapplicability to
the m-class case and are simpler to evaluate in measurement
subset selection. Heuristicrs for the choice of noise parameter o in
measurement evaluation based on the Gaussian kernel are that it
should lie between the minimum and maximum interclass separa-

tion of samples and that its underestimation is preferable to
overestimation.
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8, 9)], The estimated error probabilities correspond to o taking
values ko6, for oe e 10.2).,,0,2),,"f, alod k e 10.2,2]. The estimates
were obtained assuming that oo specifies the exact densityi(x) for
each class. It is observed that the choice of o is not crucial when
classes are well separated (Case 1) or oe is large (lower half of
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